
Sports and 
Leisure Surfaces



If you want a tennis court, playground, or multipurpose 

flooring solution, we have the right products for you.  

Our binders, coatings, primers, sealers, and adhesives 

offer a variety of properties that can be adjusted to fit 

your specification.

Our Systems are the Right Choice
From high school training surfaces and residential 

playgrounds to community facilities and world class 

competitions – Our surfaces provide ideal properties 

to exceed your expectations by using our trusted 

Stobielast® S products.

We focus on sustainable production 

and the use of renewable and 

recycled materials in our systems.

Sports and 
Leisure Surfaces

Stobielast® S Product Benefits
• Superior wear resistance

• High energy return

• Safety and longevity for users

• Recycled content

• Optimal mechanical properties

• Heavy metal/mercury free

• Quality tested

Our products offer you numerous design 
possibilities in both shape and vibrant color.



Stobisafe® is a trusted dual-layered system used for 

children’s playgrounds, and splash pads at aquatic centers. 

Our systems can be customized to include colorful and 

creative designs unleashed by your imagination. The 

continuous rubber elastic surface absorbs impact and 

allows for drainage without the use of floor joints. 

Stobisafe® meets the standards of critical fall height in 

accordance with EN 1177.

• Boarding and shelter spaces
• Livestock barn stalls and trailers
• Veterinary clinics 
• Walkways and pathways
• Government and private facilities

• Schools
• Clubs
• Wash bays
• Malls
• Restaurants

Versatile in Use

Benefits
• Slip resistant

• UV resistant

• Flexible and durable

• Environmentally friendly

• Safe for humans and animals

• ADA compliant

• Decreases muscle strain

• Easy to clean; can be washed, 

  swept, or shoveled

• More comfortable and healthier 

  for animals compared to concrete 

  or asphalt 

• ASTM E108, Class A tested system    

  available that is effective against 

  severe fire test exposures

Stobisafe® can also be used in facilities such as:

The Smart Solution.

Safety
Surfacing
Stobisafe®



Stobigym®  is a proven flooring system that can be tailored 

to meet your specific wants and needs. With a variety of 

products available such as adhesives, pore sealers, self-

leveling coatings, topcoats, and line marking paints, you can 

express your team or company spirit with confidence.

Proper design is critical: base layer selection, and the use of 

flexible or stiff elastomers in different thicknesses, allows the 

elasticity of the Stobigym® system to be customized. With 

environmentally friendly products always in mind, we can 

also offer UL GREENGUARD and GREENGUARD Gold certified 

products. We hold certificates relevant to international 

performance standards such as DIN and EN. 

Stobigym® is the right choice for your flooring solution 

for various facilities such as:

• Schools

• Sports clubs

• Universities and colleges

• Theatres

• Museums

• Hospitals

• Military and government facilities

• Can also be used outdoors in some 

  geographical areas for UV stability

Versatile in Use
Can be used for world class 

competitions to child and youth 

play areas.

Energy Return
Suitable for a broad variety of games, 

particularly those involving a high 

degree of jumping, such as handball, 

volleyball, or badminton.

Durable
For improved rebound characteristics 

and less wear when using wheels 

and rollers.

ADA Compliant
Flexible application possibilities are 

suitable for basketball, dancing, and 

wheelchair sports.

Indoor
Surfacing
Stobigym®



Stobiplay® is a reliable water permeable or impermeable 

system that is customizable to meet your sports and leisure 

needs for applications such as tennis courts, walkways, or

jogging paths. The system can be installed in various 

thicknesses as a single layer, dual layer, or textured system. 

Stobiplay fulfills the requirements of EN 14877, and 

DIN 18035-6.

Benefits
• Durable and flexible

• Slip resistant

• UV resistant

• Water resistant

• Environmentally friendly

Versatile products at your fingertips. Call us!

Multipurpose
Surfacing
Stobiplay®



Stobitan® has been installed worldwide since 

1991 and is available in a variety of systems. These 

systems offer secure running grip, optimum fall 

protection and elasticity that promotes speed. All 

of the systems offered within the Stobitan® series 

are a combination of our highly trusted and 

durable Stobielast® S product line.

The symbolism of color is one of the most 

thrilling aspects of making your track unique. 

At STOCKMEIER Urethanes, our color options 

enhance the meaning of your design by 

fostering emotions of happiness, excitement, 

and pride, that your athletes and community 

will be proud of. Frame your field with brilliancy 

so that it is as radiant as your athletes during 

their victory lap.

Bring color to your track by installing a Stobitan® 

water-based spray coating with excellent properties 

ensuring color stability and longevity. Our systems are 

not only designed to build new sports surfaces, but to 

revitalize an existing running track surface breathing 

new life and team spirit into your facility. 

Stobitan® Water-Based Solutions Available

Today, tire and foam scraps have been seen more as a valuable 

raw material rather than waste to be disposed in landfills. These 

recyclable materials, however, do require special attention to 

provide the desired results in finished products, among them 

adhesives that are specifically designed for these applications. 

Our broad range of Stobicoll® R adhesive solutions are 

particularly suited for processing rubber granulate. They do 

not contain any plasticizers, are resistant to aging and 

weathering, and have good long-term elasticity. Thanks to fast 

demolding times, they make a considerable contribution to 

efficient production. In addition to the adhesives themselves, 

we also offer additives such as color pastes and catalysts.

Typical Applications 
• Playgrounds 

• Rubber tiles 

• Sports facilities 

• Rubber mats 

• Animal flooring 

• Industrial flooring 

Adhesives for Rubber and Foam
Stobicoll® R

Track and Field Surfaces

Crumb rubber filled artificial turf sounds like the equivalent to a 

horse drawn cart in today’s world. We have the “self-driving car” 

for your needs. Stobielast® products will take your field to the 

next level.

Removing the rubber infill or alternative materials such as cork 

out from the turf enables STOCKMEIER Urethanes to create an 

adjustable underlayment. Combined with the right turf, 

Stobielast® products will absorb big impacts, reduce surface 

heat, allow water drainage, and provide a high traction surface 

for foot speed and stability. Our turf underlayment systems 

represent the most sustainable products and design in the 

industry, as they are paved insitu to outlast the turf.

Stobitan® EL
Single Layer Elastic Rubber System

Stobitan® ET
Single Layer Elastic Stone and 

Rubber System

Turf Underlayment
and Adhesive Systems

Contact us about our UL GREENGUARD
and GREENGUARD Gold certified products.

Bislett Stadium
Oslo, Norway 
Photo courtesy of LAIDERZ ApS
www.laiderz.no
Stobitan® SC



Delivering Urethane Solutions Worldwide
www.stockmeier-urethanes.com

Sports and Leisure Surfaces
STOCKMEIER Urethanes’ co-founder Edwin 
Martinkat was one of the polyurethane pioneers 
in the sports and leisure industry throughout the 
world.  He developed and perfected these creations 
throughout his career to provide premium products 
for the market. Our systems have been installed 
worldwide since 1991 utilizing our trusted Stobielast® 
components. With ISO 9001:2015 manufacturing and 
production plants in Germany, France, the United 
Kingdom, and the United States, STOCKMEIER 
Urethanes is continuously researching and 
developing high quality polyurethane systems 
to exceed the needs of every customer, every 
time, with The Smart Solution.
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